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Basic business studies
基础商业研究



How to Write an Event Planning Proposal

Customize your proposals to reflect your unique services and skills

Your event proposal is first and foremost a 
reflection of your client. Because planning an event 
requires customizing that event to suit your client’s 
needs and budget, your proposal should reflect an 
event that is personal and unique. You can use a 
template as a general guide to getting started 
writing your event proposal, but then tailor it and 
include the individual services provided for each 
client.



1.Introduce yourself and the project.

2. Write an attractive event description.

3.List all services provided.

4.Show your previous work.

5.Incorporate monetary information throughout.

Getting Started on the Event Proposal

A Final Word (最后一句话)

The last piece of your proposal is a thank-you for their 
consideration.

Provide contact information—including your website, email 
address, and phone number.



5 Steps How to Create a Logistics Business Proposal

Step 1: Know the Sector

Step 2: Define Your Terms

Step 3: Keep it Real

Step 4: Speak Softly

Step 5: Offer a Treat



Logistics documentation



Event Planning Logistics Form



Event Logistics Pre-Planning 

Template



Event Logistics Plan Worksheet



Event Logistics Work Plan Template



Sample of Invoice



Storage and Cargo Handling Requirement

What Is the Receiving Inspection?

What Is Taking Inventory?



Prepare logistics plan

What are the benefits of logistics planning?

The primary objective of any logistics strategy is to deliver the right 
products to the right customers at the right time and at the least 
possible cost. 

Logistics is the process that creates value by timing and positioning 
inventory



Time 
management

Timeframes for Event Management 
Tasks
The table below includes the majority of tasks that must 
be carried out in order to successfully stage an event. 
Some differences may arise where venues are owned and 
operated by the event organisers and where the scale of 
the event is very small e.g. an intra-club event (in which 
case timeframes may be smaller) or very large e.g. The 
Olympic Games (in which case timeframes will be 
greater).


